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Descriptors for bulk modulus of amorphous carbon are investigated through the implementation
of data mining where data sets are prepared using first principle calculations. Data mining reveals
that the number of bonds in each C atom and the density of amorphous carbon are found to be
descriptors representing the bulk modulus. Support vector regression (SVR) within machine learning
is implemented and descriptors are trained where trained SVR is able to predict the bulk modulus of
amorphous carbon. An inverse problem, starting from bulk modulus towards structural information
of amorphous carbon, is performed and structural information of amorphous carbon is successfully
predicted from the desired bulk modulus. Thus, treating several physics factors in multidimensional
space allows for the prediction of physical phenomena. In addition, the reported approach proposes
that ’big data’ can be generated from a small data set using maching learning if descriptors are well
defined. This would greatly change how amorphous carbon would be treated and help accelerate
further development of amorphous carbon materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

In materials science, the term amorphous is a term gen-
erally used when long range characteristics are not identi-
fied in a crystal. In general, the properties of amorphous
solids strongly rest on how the atoms are placed and
form bonds with surrounding atoms [1]. However, the
structures of amorphous solids are strongly coupled with
experimental techniques and conditions which result in
various local structures. While several structural models
have been proposed, amorphous carbon and amorphous
silicon are commonly recognized amorphous solids where
carbon and silicon atoms are randomly placed [2, 3].
Such amorphous materials are synthesized by implement-
ing deposition techniques or mechanical alloying[4, 5].
Cases have been reported where amorphous carbon is
produced when a defect is introduced in graphene or
graphite [6, 7]. It has also been noted that an amor-
phous state is reported in metal when the metal is me-
chanically alloyed.[8, 9] Because the atoms are randomly
located in amorphous solid, the range of possible applica-
tions of amorphous solids is vast, including applications
in catalysts, optics, electronics, and structural materials.
Amorphous carbon is chosen as a case model where

properties of amorphous carbon are strongly coupled
with how the carbon atoms are placed [10]. The atomic
configuration of amorphous carbon is random on an
atomistic scale; however, one can consider that the prop-
erties of amorphous carbon can be determined by certain
factors which can often be referred to as its descriptors.
Descriptors are understood to be the core factors that
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ultimately decide the properties of a material. In other
words, the materials properties could be reliant on several
physical factors when such physical factors are treated
within multi dimensional space [11]. If such descriptors
of amorphous carbon can be determined, then in prin-
ciple it would be possible to predict the properties of
amorphous carbon.

With the rapid growth of first principle calculations
and development of supercomputers, construction of a
material dataset becomes achievable within a short pe-
riod of time. With the aid of data science, trends and de-
scriptors in a dataset can then be acquired. If descriptors
of a material genome are determined, machine learning
can be an effective algorithm used to predict a materials
properties [12–17]. Descriptors of amorphous carbon are
therefore explored by applying data mining techniques to
an amorphous carbon dataset where dataset of the struc-
tures and corresponding properties of amorphous carbon
are prepared using the first principle calculations. Once
descriptors are determined, machine learning is then im-
plemented to train the dataset in order to predict the
properties of amorphous carbon from the discovered de-
scriptors. In addition, inverse problem from properties to
structure information of amorphous carbon is proposed
by using trained machine. Thus, materials properties of
amorphous carbon is investigated in term of data science
and materials physics.

II. WORKFLOW

The workflow for predicting the structural information
from desired material properties is proposed as shown in
Figure 1. A set of randomly generated amorphous carbon
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FIG. 1: Proposed workflow model for predicting the
structure of amorphous carbon from properties using

first principle calculation and data science.

is prepared and calculated using first principle calcula-
tions. Material properties including structural informa-
tion are extracted from the calculated results and stored
as a dataset. Note that the dataset in this step is a rather
small dataset with 50 entries. The dataset is then classi-
fied into two groups: descriptors and objective variables.
Descriptors are combinations of variables responsible for
determining the objective variables. Support vector re-
gression (SVR) within machine learning is implemented
in order to train the descriptors and corresponding ob-
jective variables in the dataset. Various descriptors are
trained and cross–validation is applied where descriptors
with high scores are sought after. Descriptors with a
high score from cross validation and the corresponding
objective variables in the dataset are then trained using
SVR. Once SVR is trained, all possible combinations of
descriptors are generated where the number of combina-
tions can vary between a few thousand to a few million as
the number of possible combinations grows exponentially
when the number of involved descriptors increase. All of
the generated combinations of descriptors are then given
to the trained SVR which returns corresponding objec-
tive variables; it is this step where big data is generated.
Desired objective variables are searched for within the
generated ’big data’ where a list of corresponding de-
scriptors which satisfy the desired objective variable is

returned. The corresponding descriptors are composed
of the material information that satisfies the objective
variables, making it possible to solve the inverse problem
of deriving structural information from material proper-
ties. Thus, if descriptors can be extracted from a small
dataset, machine learning can be used to essentially gen-
erate ’Big Data’ from a small dataset. The time generally
taken when using first principles calculations to generate
big data is, therefore, dramatically reduced with the aid
of data science.

III. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD AND

DATASET PREPARATION

Grid based projector augmented wave (GPAW)
method is implemented for first principle calculations
[18]. Exchange correlation of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) is applied with 4x4x4 special k points of the Bril-
louin zone sampling [19, 20]. 50 amorphous carbon struc-
tures consisting of 60 C atoms are constructed in a cu-
bic unit cell where each of the 60 C atoms are randomly
placed in a cubic unit cell in order to obtain various struc-
tures. A cubic cell of 7.5 Å x 7.5 Å x 7.5 Å is designed
as a base unit cell and 60 C atoms are randomly gener-
ated into a constructed cubic cell. Each 50 constructed
amorphous carbon is relaxed and lattice optimization is
performed by shrinking and expanding the lattice where
the lowest energy lattice constant is taken. Once the
lowest energy lattice is determined, another relaxation
is performed to optimize the atomic configuration of C
atoms.
The following properties are extracted from each opti-

mized amorphous carbon: lattice constant, density, bulk
modulus, total energy, and number of bonds in each C
atom. Note that density is calculated on the basis of
the lowest energy lattice constant with 60 C atoms and
atomic mass of carbon. Bulk modulus is calculated by 5
% of shrinking and expanding the cubic lattice as shown
in Figure 1. The number of bonds in each C atom is
counted by scanning every C atom where a bond length
with neighboring atoms is defined if it is smaller than
1.75 Å as carbon allotrope has a large C–C distance in
comparison to graphite and diamond. Collected proper-
ties are listed in Supporting Information [21].

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Descriptors Search

Descriptors for determining the bulk modulus are ex-
plored in terms of data mining. Prediction of the bulk
modulus of amorphous carbon is performed by imple-
menting machine learning and constructed dataset. In
particular, suitable descriptors are explored by combin-
ing maching learning and cross–validation algorithms
where the support vector regression (SVR) algorithm
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within scikit–learn is implemented for the machine learn-
ing process [22].

FIG. 2: Predicted bulk modulus against true bulk
modulus with descriptors: (a) the number of bonds in
each C atom, and (b) the number of bonds in each C
atom with density. Structure models of bond type in

amorphous carbon is also shown.

The number of bonds in each C atom is chosen as a
descriptor for predicting the bulk modulus of amorphous
carbon. In particular, five types of bonds are defined as
the following: 0 to 4 bonds in each C atom where the
cut off bond distance is set to 1.75 Å. 50 amorphous car-
bon samples composed of 60 C atoms are trained with
five descriptors using support vector regression with cor-
responding bulk modulus. Prediction of bulk modulus
is performed by using a trained data set where the re-
sults are shown in Figure 2 (a). Figure 2 (a) shows the
mismatch between the predicted and true bulk modu-
lus. One can consider that another descriptor could be
contributing to the bulk modulus. Therefore, another de-
scriptor is explored where density is found to be another
key descriptor for bulk modulus. By adding density as a
descriptor,the mismatch between predicted and true bulk
modulus is greatly improved as seen in Figure 2 (b). The

number of bonds for each C atom and density within
amorphous carbon are therefore found to be descriptors
for the prediction of the bulk modulus of amorphous car-
bon.

FIG. 3: Cross-validation of bulk modulus with
randomly sorted data set of 80% of trained data and 20
% of test data where followign descriptors are used: the

number of bonds in each C atom with density.

Cross–validation is performed to confirm further ac-
curacy of trained support vector regression for the bulk
modulus. 50 samples in a data set are randomly sorted
where 80% is set to trained data and 20 % is set to test
data. Cross–validation results are shown in Figure 3
where average score of ten random test and train data
set is 83% accuracy, median score is 83%, standard devi-
ation is 3% and the highest score of 89% is achieved for
the prediction of the bulk modulus. Thus, the revealed
6 descriptors can be considered as global descriptors for
predicting the bulk modulus of amorphous carbon.

B. Physical Meaning

The physics behind the chosen descriptors rests on sev-
eral factors. One factor is the electronic structure of the
number of bonds for each C atom. In general, sp and sp2
states of carbon would be stable in a two dimensional
form as seen in graphite or graphene. However, one can
consider that the sp and sp2 states in three dimensional
space of amorphous carbon would be in a metastable
state. Figure 4 shows the projector density of state
(PDOS) of the sp2 state of C atom in amorphous carbon
and in graphene. One can see that there are large peaks
of s-electrons in the anti-bonding state of the C atom
in sp2 of amorphous carbon as shown in Figure 4 (a).
Meanwhile, there are less peaks in the anti-bonding state
of the C atom in sp2 of graphene as shown Figure 4 (b).
Thus, the sp2 state in amorphous carbon can be unstable
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compared to the sp2 state in graphene. This metastable
sp2 state can be considered to be a key factor for de-
termining the bulk modulus and density of amorphous
carbon as such metastable sp2 states can be reactive and
could be responsible for how C-C bonds would form in
amorphous carbon. The relation between ’density and
bulk modulus’ or ’the number of bonds and bulk mod-
ulus can be imaginable, however, as high-dimensionally
combining several physics factors (such as density and
the number of bonds) allows for the prediction of a more
precise bulk modulus. Thus, with the aid of data sci-
ence, several physics factors can interact within a high
dimensional space, resulting in the prediction of physical
properties.

FIG. 4: Projector densty of state of C atom in (a) sp2 in
amorphous carbon and (b) sp2 in graphene. Structures
of sp2 in amorphous carbon and graphene is also shown.

V. INVERSE PROBLEM

The inverse problem is performed in order to predict
the number of bonds and density of amorphous car-

bon from a given bulk modulus. The inverse problem
is solved on the basis of the workflow shown in Fig-
ure 1 where every possible combination of descriptors is
given to the trained SVR which then returns the corre-
sponding bulk modulus, essentially generating ’Big data’.
Note that generated ’Big Data’ refers to a large number
of descriptors variables with corresponding bulk modu-
lus. Once big data is generated, a desired bulk modu-
lus is searched for within the big data and correspond-
ing combinations of descriptors are uncovered. Here, six
descriptors– the number of bonds in each C atom and
density– are determined for predicting the bulk modu-
lus of amorphous carbon. However, it is challenging to
extract six descriptors from a single variable, which in
this case is the bulk modulus. Based on Figure 1, every
possible combination of variables within the six descrip-
tors are generated and given to the trained SVR where
the corresponding bulk modulus is returned. In particu-
lar, the following variables are generated: 0 bonds,0-11;
1 bond,5-18; 2 bonds,10-25; 3 bonds,13-26; 4 bonds,8-21;
and density,2.65-2.85(20 cut) where the total number of
atoms is set to be 60 atoms in the number of bonds cases.
A total of 7,250,100 possible combinations are generated
with corresponding bulk modulus from the trained sup-
port vector regression. The generated 7,250,100 datasets
containing the number of bonds, density, and correspond-
ing bulk modulus are treated and analyzed as ’big data’.

The number of bonds in each C atom and density that
satisfied the bulk modulus of 350 GPa and 400 GPa are
explored within the generated ’big data’. Note that the
number of C atoms which have no bonds is set to 0 in
order to narrow the results. The predicted structures
(the number of bond and density) of amorphous carbon
corresponding to desired bulk modulus of 350 GPa and
400 GPa are collected in Table I. One can see that den-
sity is predicted to be 2.82 g/cm3 and 2.83 g/cm3 for the
bulk modulus of 350 GPa; however, there are 4 differ-
ent bond states that could achieve 350GPa. This implies
that different bond states with the same density exist
that can achieve the specified bulk modulus. Similarly,
the desired bulk modulus is set to 400GPa and the corre-
sponding structural information of amorphous carbon is
extracted from the big data. Compared to the bulk mod-
ulus of 350 GPa, 32 possible cases of amorphous carbon
satisfying the bulk modulus of 400 GPa are discovered as
seen in Table I. Thus, the trained SVR is able to cre-
ate amorphous carbon ’big data’ by asking every possible
combination of descriptors and desired bulk modulus can
be sought for in ’big data’ which would return structural
information of amorphous carbon.

Table I can potentially connect with experimental
data. In particular, the ratio of sp2 and sp3 states of
amorphous carbon can be estimated by using electron
energy loss spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy[2, 6].
In that sense, one can consider that the bulk modulus
of amorphous carbon can be determined by searching
the constructed ’big data’ from the ratio of sp2 and sp3

states and density of amorphous carbon which can be
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TABLE I: Predicted structural information (the number
of bonds in each C atom and density in g/cm3 of
amorphous carbon with corresponding desired bulk

modulus(DBM) in GPa.

DBM Zero One Two Three Four Density
350 0 7 22 13 18 2.83
350 0 12 11 20 17 2.83
350 0 14 10 17 19 2.82
350 0 14 10 20 16 2.83
400 0 5 13 23 19 2.83
400 0 5 17 25 13 2.79
400 0 5 19 17 19 2.77
400 0 7 11 24 18 2.83
400 0 7 17 22 14 2.80
400 0 7 18 15 20 2.78
400 0 7 18 21 14 2.80
400 0 8 16 21 15 2.80
400 0 8 24 16 12 2.81
400 0 9 16 21 14 2.80
400 0 9 22 19 10 2.81
400 0 9 23 18 10 2.81
400 0 10 19 22 9 2.81
400 0 11 21 14 14 2.83
400 0 11 23 15 11 2.82
400 0 12 10 21 17 2.74
400 0 12 14 23 11 2.81
400 0 12 15 22 11 2.81
400 0 12 17 22 9 2.82
400 0 12 18 22 8 2.82
400 0 12 19 13 16 2.84
400 0 13 11 18 18 2.74
400 0 13 12 15 20 2.77
400 0 13 14 20 13 2.80
400 0 13 14 24 9 2.84
400 0 13 16 22 9 2.83
400 0 13 17 14 16 2.84
400 0 13 19 18 10 2.83
400 0 13 20 16 11 2.84
400 0 14 10 23 13 2.78
400 0 14 18 17 11 2.85
400 0 15 21 16 8 2.85

acquired in experiment. This would potentially lead to
link the processing and material properties of amorphous
carbon. For instance, if experimental conditions such as
temperature and pressure can be descriptors for predict-
ing the ratio of sp2 and sp3 and density of amorphous
carbon, machine learning can essentially create ’big data’
of experimental conditions with corresponding ratios of
sp2 and sp3 states and density using the same proposed
approach as Figure 1. If Table I and ’big data’ of ex-
perimental conditions with the corresponding ratios of
sp2 and sp3 states and density are created, prediction of
experimental conditions for synthesizing amorphous car-
bon upon the request of a desired bulk modulus can thus
achievable in principle.

The advantage of implementing data science is the abil-
ity to generate ’big data’ from descriptors found in a
small dataset. This approach greatly reduces required

computational time as the construction of such ’big data’
using first principles calculations would result in a long
period of computational time while a trained machine
can generate ’big data’ within a short period of time.
In this sense, one can consider that if the experimental
conditions and corresponding structural information (the
number of bonds in each C atom and density) are linked,
it would then be possible to predict experimental condi-
tions based upon the desired bulk modulus. Thus, struc-
tural information of amorphous carbon can be directly
predicted from desired properties if descriptors are well
defined. Chosen descriptors for amorphous carbon could
also be base descriptors for determining the structures of
two and three dimensional allotropes of carbon [23, 24].
In general, structures of amorphous carbon are complex
as various local structures can be considered. The dis-
covered descriptors, though, can be the basis for predict-
ing the bulk modulus of amorphous carbon as the SVR
trained using 50 unique structures of amorphous carbon.
One can therefore consider that increasing the dataset
by adding further unique amorphous carbon structures
would, in principle, allow for covering further key struc-
ture features of amorphous carbon.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Descriptors for bulk modulus of amor-
phous carbon are investigated using machine learning
where a data set is prepared by implementing first prin-
ciple calculations. Although amorphous carbon is a non-
crystalline material, the number of bonds in each C atom
and the density of amorphous carbon is found to be de-
scriptors for determining the bulk modulus of amorphous
carbon. Support vector regression within machine learn-
ing is implemented and chosen descriptors are trained
where cross–validation confirms a high accuracy for pre-
dicting the bulk modulus of amorphous carbon. Trained
support vector regression is used to solve the inverse
problem where prediction of structural information of
amorphous carbon from desired bulk modulus is success-
ful. Thus, properties of amorphous carbon can be pre-
dicted through machine learning if key descriptors are
discovered, which would have a great impact on how
amorphous carbon is treated. In addition, the approach
proposes that treating several physics factors in multi-
dimensional space allows for the prediction of physical
phenomena and the inverse problem from physical prop-
erties to material information.
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